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Welcome to

RBKEI
RBK Educational Institutions began in the year 2000 in Mira 

Road with a simple and honest goal of providing the finest 

education to the young learners. RBKEI Schools foster an 

exquisite academic involvement by encouraging learners 

to take initiative and become creative thinkers. Spanning 

across Pre K-12 years, RBKEI schools are designed around 

each learner’s abilities and primarily work towards building 

core academic and personal skills.

Currently, over 10,000 students study with us in National 

and International Curriculum Schools across Mumbai and 

Gujarat. RBKEI’s Kanakia Kids is a new-age preschool in 

Mumbai which focuses on play-based learning to imbibe 

curiosity and encougage cognitive, social, physical, and 

emotional skills in the kids.

The success of RBKEI schools can be ascertained by the 

achievements of our students every academic year and 

the happiness of our parent’s community.



Mission
To inspire young minds to meet their full potential

as learners. Our intent is to create a supportive 

educational environment that produces 

self-motivated students and reliable future citizens.

Our vision is to develop global leaders for tomorrow. 

We aspire to have our students develop into lifelong 

learners with a sense of purpose, good moral 

judgment, and commitment to making the world a 

better place.

Vision



Chairperson, RBKEI

Rupal
Kanakia

Committed to giving people across India access to education and literacy, she is 

extremely passionate about her vision. It is through education that Ms. Rupal 

Kanakia wants to enable women and the youth of today to progress tomorrow.

Management

Team



Niyati
Kanakia
Director, RBKEI

Determined to create a world-class atmosphere for early childhood learning that is 

balanced and encouraging. Ms. Niyati strives to usher young learners onto the path 

of learning eternal values and develop them to reach the best of their potential.



Principal’s Message

G. Vani Reddy
Principal

Education is a shared Commitment between dedicated teachers,
motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high expectations

It is truly an honour to serve as an instructional leader of an awesome school community, the
RBK International School. My experience as an educationist for 28 years has motivated me to be 
associated with “creative, vibrant, and positive learning environment”, reflective of our values. It is 
my personal and professional passion to provide children with the best educational experience 
possible with a vision of academic success for all learners – one that will build a foundation of a 
joyful future.

The learner is critically important in the context of everything that goes on in the school. I believe 
that a learner should be allowed to grow and mature in a safe, creative, and holistic environment 
that is constantly changing to meet their needs. 

With the combined efforts of our dedicated teachers and support staff, I am confident that RBK 
International School will continue to evolve in the direction of making these convictions visible in 
our curriculum and pedagogy. We focus on achievements blending principles of Cambridge 
curriculum with RBKEI vision.



RBK International School is a complete Cambridge International 

School, maintaining a continuum from kindergarten to AS & A levels 

and provides a broad holistic and international education to our 

students, building up a strong foundation for their bright future.

RBKEI’s Kanakia Kids is a new-age preschool in Mumbai which 

focuses on play-based learning to imbibe curiosity and encourage 

cognitive, social, physical, and emotional skills in the kids.

At RBKIS we prepare school students for life, helping them 

developed and informed curiosity and lasting passion for learning. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O

Cambridge
Curriculum

AT RBK INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL



Cambridge
Worldwide
With Cambridge qualification at RBKIS the world is within your reach.

10000
School

162
Countries

40
Governments

Cambridge Qualifications are accepted at over 1400 institutions across

195 countries including top ranking universities around the world.



- English

- Mathematics

- Science

- ICT

- Cambridge Global

  Perspectives

- Marathi 

- Second Language

   Hindi/French

- English

- Mathematics

- Science

- ICT

- Cambridge Global 

   Perspectives

- Marathi

- Second Language

   French/Hindi

A wide choice of subject at:

- Cambridge IGCSE

- International Certificate in    

   Education (ICE)

- English FLE

- English ESL

- Mathematics 

- Hindi/French

- Physics

- Chemistry

- Biology

- Economics

- Business Studies

- Accounts 

- ICT

- Art and Design

- Travel & Tourism

- Enterprise

- Global Perspectives

Cambridge Pathway 
at RBKIS
Learners are given choice & flexibility to chose the subjects at upper secondary

and advanced stages.

A clear path for educational success from age 5 to 19.

Cambridge Professional Development for teachers and school leaders

*Age ranges are for guidance only

Cambridge Primary
5 to 11 years old*

Cambridge Advanced
16 to 19 years old*

Cambridge Upper Secondary
14 to 16 years old*

Cambridge Lower Secondary
11 to 14 years old*

A wide choice of subject at:

- Cambridge International 

   AS & A Level

- Cambridge Advance 

  International Certificate of 

  Education (AICE) Diploma 

- English Language 

- English General Paper

- Mathematics 

- Physics

- Chemistry 

- Biology

- Economics

- Business 

- Accounts 

- Psychology

- Travel & Tourism

- Art and Design

- Digital Media and design

- Media Studies

- Computer Science

- IT

- Global Perspectives



Cambridge Primary starts learners on an 

exciting educational journey, setting out 

what they should be able to do at each stage 

of their primary education. Typically for 

students aged 5 to 11 years, the programme 

offers a broad curriculum with 10 subjects 

including English, mathematics and science. 

It is offered by more than 1800 primary 

schools in over 95 countries worldwide.

Cambridge Primary Program

Cambridge Lower Secondary is typically

for learners aged 11 to 14 years. It helps you 

prepare students for the next step of their 

education, providing a clear path as they 

progress through the Cambridge Pathway 

in an age-appropriate way.

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Cambridge Pathway

at RBKIS

Reading
Circle

Supportive
Instruction

Dance |
Skating

Sports, Games
 and Clubs

CAMBRIDGE
LOWER

SECONDARY
(Co-Curricular)

Reading Circle
| Brain Gym

Supportive
Instruction

| Horticulture

Stream | 
Visual art

Speech
and Drama

Music and Dance
| Chess | Yoga

Sports & Games
| Club Activities

CAMBRIDGE
PRIMARY

PROGRAM
(Co-Curricular)

Music |
Visual Art |

Chess | Yoga |
Skill Training
(Club Activities)

Awareness
sessions |

Career
Sessions



International General Certificate
of Secondary Education (IGCSE) /

International Certificate
Education (ICE) 

Cambridge IGCSE (Secondary 2)

is typically for learners aged 14 to 16 years.

It builds on the foundations of Cambridge 

Lower Secondary (Secondary 1)

Cambridge Advanced (AS/A Levels)

is typically for learners aged 16 to 19 years who 

need advanced study to prepare for university 

and higher education. It builds on the 

foundations of the Cambridge IGCSE 

(Secondary 2) stage, although learners do

not need to have completed that stage.

• Cambridge International AS & A level

• Cambridge AICE Diploma

Hindi | English

Psychology
Business  |

Music, Dance

Mathematics |
Career sessions

| Awareness
sessions

Accounts | Physics
Computer Science
| Games & Sports

Chemistry | IT
Biology | Economics

CAMBRIDGE
ADVANCED

Chemistry
Biology | Physics
| Career sessions

| Awareness
sessions

Global
Perspectives
Economics | 
Music, Dance

Mathematics |
IAYP, Skill Training

(17 Club
Activities)

English-FL & SL
Hindi | Frensh

| Games &
Sports

Accounting
Art & Design |

Travel & Tourism

Business Studies
Compuer Science
ICT | Enterprises

CAMBRIDGE
UPPER

SECONDARY
PROGRAMME

Art & Design |
IAYP, Skill Training

(17 Club
Activities)

Media Studies |
Digital Media and

Design | Travel and
Tourism | Global

perspectives



RBKIS sets out its thinking about the five elements

at the heart of its approach. 

93%
of Cambridge

Students progress
to university

Over half go on to
attend a top-500 ranked

university globally.

International
Curriculum01

02

03

04

05

Teaching and
Learning

Assessment

International
Recognition 

Global
Community



In a recent survey, 100% of university admissions tutors idol us that Cambridge programs are

an excellent preparation for university & helps students succeed when they get to university.

Why Cambridge

at RBKIS?

International
Education

Teaching

Flexibility

Assessment

Choice

Curriculum

Learning

Our Programs help learners develop Cambridge Attributes

 Confident in working with information and ideas – their own and those of others

 Responsible for themselves, responsive to and respectful of others

 Reflective as learners, developing their ability to learn

 Innovative and equipped for new and future challenges

 Engaged intellectually and socially, ready to make a difference



Key Benefits & Offerings

Caters to different
strengths

Practical approach
of learning

Choice of
subjects

Application and 
practical-based content

Global education through
skill development

Excellent foundations
for future

ResponsibleRecognition by International
colleges and universities

Learner-centric
approach

Inquiry-based
learning

Rigorous
assessment

Nurturing
environment





uniqueness

21st Century
 Modern Campus

Engaging and 
interactive campus 

experience

Technologically
Advanced Learning 

Facilities

Multidimensional 
approach to education

Aesthetically 
designed spaces which

promote student agency



21st Century Skills

Learning Skills
Critical Thinking

Creativity

Communication

Collaboration

Literacy Skills
Information literacy

Media literacy

Technology literacy

Life Skills
Adaptability

Leadership

Initiative

Productivity

Self-awareness



Why Choose
Cambridge Curriculum?

Application based
curriculum

Global 
exposure

Student-teacher 
ratio of 20:1

Talented team
of teachers

Student-centric
teaching

methodology

State-of-the-art
infrastructure

Activities beyond
academics

Holistic
development

Diverse
subjects



Excellence in National
School Education by Mid-day 

2018-17

Times School Survey - Ranked 2nd 
International Curriculum

Top International Curriculum

2019-20

Innovation in 
National Curriculum by Mid-day

2018-19

Excellence in
Faculty Training by Mid-day

2021-22

Excellence in Technology 
in Learning by Mid-day

2021-22

Times School Survey - Ranked 2nd 

Mumbai Top IGCSE
(Cambridge Curriculum)

2022-23

Effective Technology
Implementing Award by IEA

2020-21

Awards and Recognition

2021-22

Brainfeed’s
Top 500 School’s

Excellence Award

Times Education Icons

2019-20



Contact Us

www.rbkei.org  |

RBK INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Indralok, Phase 6, Near Shalom Hospital, 
Bhayandar (East)
Tel: +91 74000 95434

School Code: IN443


